The Together Again (TAGN)! Helping Military Families
Reconnect Program was developed to address common
issues that children ages 6 and up experience when a family
member is deployed and then returns home. After a prolonged
separation everyone has changed! Learning how to live
together again and function as a family does not happen
automatically.
The Comfort Crew wants military kids to know they are not
alone. Our mission is to provide programs and resources to
help military kids and their family connect and build resiliency
in the face of extraordinary challenges.

KEY NUMBERS
2 Million: Children Affected
20 Thousand: Children Served
400 Thousand Service Members with PTSD
The overwhelming majority of survey participants indicated
that the TAGN Kit was helpful (89%) and that they would
recommend the Comfort Crew to a friend or family member
(99%).

The Together Again! Helping Military Families Reconnect Kit
can be requested online at www.comfortcrew.org/resources.
Once the information has been verified and approved, the
Comfort Kit will be shipped directly and at no cost to the
military family.

TOGETHER AGAIN! HELPING MILITARY
FAMILIES RECONNECT PROGRAM INCLUDES:
A Together Again! Kit full of resiliency building strategies: access
to an animated movie to let kids know they aren't alone, a journal
to express their feelings, a family guidebook for parents, and a
plush bear to provide comfort and companionship.
Follow up support every 45 days for a year following the delivery
of the kit: Video on how to most effectively utilize the kit
components, Survey for collecting data on our impact, coloring
pages, and other recommended resources.
Access to the Comfort Crew Academy, our new virtual learning
and resiliency platform for military kids and their parents.
https://academy.comfortcrew.org

TESTIMONIAL
“It helped her to realize that she had feelings and questions
that were ok to ask and have answered. It gave us good
things to talk about and bring up. We really enjoyed it!”
-Military Spouse
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